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An introductory article entitled Temperature oontrolled 

heating of the graphite tube atomizer for flameless atomic 

absorption spectroscopy with special application to the 

determination of trace metals in biological materials is 

describing the basic concepts for flameless atomizers and 

some applications on biological analysis problems. Inclu

ded is a summary of the five papers listed below. 

I A temperature controlled graphite tube furnace 

for the determination of trace metals in solid 

biological tissue 

G. Lundgren and G. Johansson, Talanta 21(197^)257• 

II Temperature controlled heating of the graphite 

tube atomizer in flameless atomic absorption 

spectrometry 

G. Lundgren, L. Lundmark and G. Johansson, 

Anal. Chem. *»6( 197*0 1028. 

III Determination of atomization intervals in the 

graphite tube atomizer by use of temperature 

controlled heating 

G. Lundgren, Spectrochim. Acta, submitted. 

IV Direct determination of cadmium in blood with 

a temperature controlled heated graphite tube 

atomizer 

G. Lundgren, Talanta, submitted. 

V Temperature controlled heating of the Varian 

carbon rod atomizer model 63 

G. Lundgren and L. Lundmark, Anal. Chem. submitted. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The use of atomic absorption for analysis started in 1955 

after Walsh and Alkemade had published papers showing the 

advantages of atomic absorption over emission methods. The 

first commercial instruments were developed a few years 

later. It was quite natural that the flame was used as ato

mizer. The flame emission method had been used for a period 

of 25 years by that time and the flame was a well established 

method for converting a liquid sample to an atomic vapour. 

Since the atomic absorption technique started, several ways 

of producing an atomic vapour other than in flame have been 

examined. These so called "flameless techniques" have in many 

ways been successful as a complement to flame emission and 

flame atomic absorption spectrophotometry. 

The first published work concerning a flameless atomizer 

was published 1959 in a Russian journal. This work became more 

easily available in 1961' when the author, B.V. L'Vov, published 

an article in Spectrochimica Acta entitled "The analytical use 

of atomic absorption spectra". Although this work must be seen 

as a revolutionary step to the improvement of the AA (atomic 

absorption)-method it is most surprising that no work was 

published in the following six or seven years on this subject. 

An explanation for this may be that most of the scientific 

work at that time was concentrated on improvements to the hol

low cathode lamp as well as on improvements to analysis that 

was earlier performed with AE (atomic emission) with the new 

AA method. L'Vov was continuing his work and in 1969 a book 
2 

was available with a central part concerning the atomization 

process and the graphite cuvette. The reason why L'Vov's ear

lier articles did not receive the expected response was pro
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bably that his graphite furnace construction was somewhat cum

bersome and complicated. The furnace consisted of a graphite 

tube (*t cm of length and 0.25 cm inner diameter) into which the 

sample was vaporized from an external electrode by means of an 

arc. The graphite tube was heated separately and functions as a 

cuvette. The whole instrumentation was very modern and used an 

automatic background corrector for non-specific absorption. 

The real expansion of the flameless technique started after 
3 

Massmann in 1968 had published work on a simple graphite tube 

atomizer. It was a graphite tube, electrically heated, into which 

the sample was inserted directly for the determination. This con

struction was made commercial by manufacturers of AA-instruments 

from about 1970. Since that date, the demand for flameless instru

ments has continually increased. Not only graphite tube atomizers, 

but also tantalum or tungsten ribbon atomizers are available. 

In this thesis I shall concentrate on graphite tube atomizers 

since they are those most used for flameless atomization. 

The graph-it e tube atomizer 

The aim of a graphite tube atomizer is to produce an atomic 

vapour in the light path from a light source. If the element of 

interest can be formed in a monoatomic state, light is absorbed 

in proportion to the total amount of element in the light path. 

The duration of the signal is dependent on the physical dimen

sions of the atomizer, the heating performance and gas environ

ment. The total length of an absorbance signal is in the order 

1-5 seconds. A steady state is never reached, so that it is 

necessary to choose either the peak value or the integrated area 

of the absorption peak for evaluation of atomized, amount of ele

ment . 

In most determinations a three-step heating of the atomizer 

is used. The first step is dissolution. When a sample is analyzed 

as a liquid, the solvent must be driven off completely. If not 
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a violent boiling would occur, where sample could just simply 

sputter out of the tube. This step will not give rize to any 

problem as the only requirement is to boil off the solvent at 

a suitable rate. When analyzing organic liquids (serum or whole 

blood) some difficulties can occur if the surface tension of 

the liquid is high. The sample can form a bubble that splits 

quite firmly. These problems can, however, be avoided if a sur

face tension lowering agent is added to the sample. 

The next step in a determination is to destroy the matrix 

if possible. The presence of elements other than that to be 

analyzed can disturb the atomization. The matrix can produce 

smoke (if an organic solution is analyzed) which causes unspe-

cific absorption. It can give a direct physical effect on the 

atom formation due to too large excess of ions. This effect 

gives an absorbance for a certain element that is dependent on 

the matrix composition (interference effects). Chemical reac

tions can also yield molecular compounds that are stable in the 

graphite tube. By heating the tube to a required temperature 

an ashing of the sample is performed, a vaporization of a high 

volatile matrix compound can occur or a sample component can 

be transferred to a non-reacting compound not interfering with 

the element of interest. 

Often it is desirable to use a high ashing temperature to 

obtain an effective decomposition of the sample. The factor 

which can hinder an effective ashing is that the element itself 

is not allowed to vaporize. For determination of low-melting 

elements as Cd and Pb the ashing temperature must be set low 

in order to maintain the elements fully unvaporized after the 

ashing step. That is, the ashing cannot be optimized. That is 

why a corrector for background absorption is needed when the 

matrix can produce unspecific absorption during the atomization. 
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The atomization of a sample 

To theoretically explain the behaviour of an atomic vapour in 

an analysis volume a few assumptions must be made. All inter

mediate stages of the transport of the atoms from the sample 

up to the analysis volume are eliminated. Furthermore we shall 

ignore processes that can affect the formation of atoms, e*g.3 

dissociation of molecules and ionization and assume that the 

atoms are in their atomic states when inside the cell. The 

balance between atoms entering the cell, n^{t), and the atoms 

escaping from it, n2(t), is given by 

n,<t) - n2(t) (1) 

where N is the total number of atoms entering the analysis 

cell at any instant t. 

The form of the functions may be difficult to predict in 

detail but the influx, n^(t), can be approximated to a linear 

function of time 

N 
n.(t)--2 (2) 

N is the total number of atoms of an element and t, is the 
o I 
length of time during which atomization occurs. 

The escaping effect is due to atoms diffusing out of the 

cell and can be written as 

n2(t) = i- (3) 

where t^ is the mean length of time spent by an atom in the 

cell. Equation (1) can be written as 

dN "o N ... 
3 t - t 7  -  - q  <*>  

If this equation is integrated, an expression for N, the 
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instantaneous value for the number of atoms in the cell, 

is obtained which can be divided into two parts. For values 

of t _smalje_r _th_an_t^ 

t, -t/t. 
N . N -=• ( 1 - e 1 ) (5) 

° M 

and for t J_a_rg_ei-_t_ha^ t^ 

t, "ti/t, -(t-tj/t. 
N - N ~ ( l - e  ) e  ( 6 )  

o t, 

These equations give the kinetics for the most simplified 

model of vapour transport. Equations (5) and (6) give, If 

plotted, the curves in Fig. 1 for different ratios of 

In the figure is shown the ratio of N/Nq, that is the momen
tary relative amount of atoms to the total number of atoms 

of the element. A ratio 1.0 means that all atoms are in vapour 

form at the same moment. It is seen that the lower the t^ value, 

the more close to Nq will the momentary amount (N) of atoms 
become. At the moment when the whole sample is atomized the 

peak reaches its maximum value. 

t„ -t /t 
Npeak « N —— ( 1 - e ) (7) 

o t, 

The ratio Npeak/NQ for different ratios of 's shown 

in Table 1. It is quite obvious that the situation where N 

equals Nq (within an experimental error of 1 %) is very dif

ficult to reach. The sample has to be atomized in a time, 

1/50 of the mean life time of the atom in the cell. This also 

indicates for the following discussion that the peak height 

can be affected by different co-ions in a sample that changes 

the atomization process. 

The major requirement for a flameless atomizer is that 

it should heat the sample to a temperature where the vapori

zation of the element proceeds as fast as possible. According 

to the Langmuir expression for vaporization rates from a sur-
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Table 1. Npeak/N^ as a function of t^/t^ 

Npeak/N^ 

1.0 0.632 

2.0 0.432 

3.O O.317 

*1.0 0.245 

5.0 0.199 

0.1 0.951 

0.2 0.906 

0.3 0.864 

0.4 0.824 

0.5 0.787 

0.6 0.752 

0.7 O.719 

0.8 0.688 

0.9 0.659 

1.0 0.632 

0.01 0.995 

0.02 O.99O 

0.03 0.985 

0.04 <0.980 

0.05 0.975 

0.06 0.971 

0.07 O.966 

0.08 0.961 

0.09 0.956 

0 . 0 0 1  

0.005 

0.9995 

0.9975 
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face it can be assumed that the vaporization rate is propor

tional to the vapour pressure of the element. The vapour 

pressure is logarithmically proport ional to temperature. This 

means that when a temperature is reached where vaporization 

starts a temperature increase of a few hundred degrees will be 

sufficient to produce a rapid atomization. It is desirable to 

pass that temperature region as rapidly as possible in order 

to optimize the peak height. This will be the main demand on 

a flameless atomization system. 

Almost every flameless system is AC-heated. It is easy to 

use a transformer to produce a low voltage (10-20 V) on the 

atomizer, and thereby obtain a low current consumption on the 

primary side of the transformer. The atomizers that are com

mercially available are quite identical in the way the heating 

is performed. 

There are in principle a few different ways of heating the 

atomizer. The easiest way is to use voltage or current program

ming. In the first case a voltage is supplied across the flame

less atomizer, which will be heated to a temperature where the 

supplied power (P-n) «s dissipated by conduction (Pctj) » radia

tion (P ) and increase in atomizer temperature, (Py). 

P. = P , + P + PT (9) 
in cd r T 

The heating is not uniform along a graphite tube. The ends of 

the tube are pressed to electrical contacts that are water-

cooled. There is thus a strong temperature gradient in the tube. 

The effect of conduction is directly coupled to this gradient. 

The dimensions of the atomizer will control the amount of 

radiation losses. 

Furthermore, the behaviour of P^ is a function of the 

dimensions, the resistivity of the material (varies from one 

graphite quality to another) and the contact between electrical 

terminals and the graphite tube. This implies that the part 

used for the temperature increase may vary depending on several 
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factors. 

Another way of supplying power to the atomizer is to use 

constant current. This provides no improvement compared with 

constant voltage. In both cases no back coupling from tempe

rature to supplied power is achieved. A further result is that 

two different voltages or currents will not only give different 

final temperatures, but also different heating profiles. 

A third way is to use a combination of these two earlier 

mentioned methods. By applying a constant voltage and measu

ring the current in the circuit, an expression for effect is 

obtained. This information can be used to supply a fixed power 

which compensates for changes in resistance of the graphite 

tube. 

The best way of programming is to use a sensor that mea

sures the temperature. This can be a thermoelement mounted in 

the tube. A disadvantage is, however, that such sensors cannot 

be used at high temperature and that they have a large time 

constant. The best way to monitor the temperature is to use 

an optical sensor, e.g., photodiode or a phototransistor. This 

can be mounted at a distance from the hot tube and provides the 

very fast response which is needed for exact regulation of fast 

heating rates. This work deals with the optical sensing coupling 

to the power supply for the atomizer and the advantages with 

such a system. 

In the first paper, the graphite furnace with temperature 

controlled heating (TCH) is described. The Massmann-furnace, 

consisting of only a graphite tube, is very easy to use when 

liquid samples are analyzed. For solid samples problems arise 

when applying the sample directly in the tube, even if it is 

possible. A furnace was constructed that could be used both in 

the Massmann-mode or as a two electrode furnace like the L'Vov-

furnace. A figure of the furnace is presented in pape r I on 

page 258. The cuvette was temperature controlled. The sample 

rod was heated by resistance heating through the two contacts 

shown as (2) in the figure. The graphite contacts had limited 



Table 2. Metal content in some solid tissues measured 
by direct flameless AA. 

Species 
Number of 
assays 

Metal content 
in tissue 

ppm (dry weight) 

Zn in pancreatic 
tissue from rat 

Zn in pancreatic 
tissue from Chinese 
hamster 

Zn in pancreatic 
tissue from mouse 

Zn in pancreatic 
tissue from guinea pig 

Mn in pancreatic 
tissue from rat 

Mn in pancreatic 
tissue from mouse 

Mn in pancreatic 
tissue from guinea pig 

9 

7 

26 

25 

16 

21 

26 

599 ± 2k 

559 ± 58 

322 ± 27 

1 2 2  ±  

3.85 ± 0.38 

3.46 ± 0.23 

3.27 ± 0.28 
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life time and had to be replaced. This is riot easily performed 

and is a drawback with this construction. The sample electrodes 

are rapidly changeable. This construction was used for the deter

mination of Zn, Mn and Co in solid tissue. Such determinations 

are needed to study the behaviour of the g-cells in pancreas with 

respect to liberation or binding of metal ions to insuline. The 

method must enable determination directly on the specific ß-cell-

groups, so called Langerhans islets. The samples weigh some tens 

of micrograms. The main problem in such determinations is to 

ash the sample before atomization so that no background absorption 

occurs, ft was possible for metals like Mn, Ni, Cr and Co to com

pletely ash the sample without losses of metal. With Zn it was 

not possible to avoid background absorption. When the atomization 

runs, two peaks were observed. It was possible to obtain time 

resolution of the peaks. The salt content in a sample can cause 

two types of interference. Firstly it can give background absorp

tion, secondly it can depress the atomization. The influence of 

non-specific absorption is seen in Fig. 3 on page 260. The effect 

is directly wavelength dependent. For shorter wavelength the 

background absorption increases. 

The depression effect on atomization is seen for Zn which is 

atomized at a low heating rate in order to obtain a separation 

between metal absorption and background absorption. For increasing 

amounts of salt the sensitivity decreases. It is doubtful that 

it is a result of a slower heat transfer through the sample which 

gives a longer atomization time. This will directly influence 

the peak height as shown in Table 1. 

Direct determinations on solid tissue at such small sample 

amounts, are probably affected by inhomogeneities in the sample. 

The results are, however, of great interest as the microdissected 

cellgroups represent an isolated metal ion pool. The results have 

been published in other than chemical journals.'4 ^ Some results 

showing the variation in metal content from identical animals 

are shown in Table 2. 

This construction has also been tested for mercury deter
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minations (unpublished results). In this case the graphite 

tube is internally lined with goldfoM. The sample is placed 

in the sample cup and a drying and ashing step performed. The 

temperature of the sample electrode is raised to about 2000 °C 

and the mercury amalgamates with the goldfoM. The cuvette with 

the goldfoil is not heated during these steps. For the deter

mination the cuvette is heated to 600 °C and the mercury eva

porates giving an absorption peak. A complete determination 

takes just a little longer than one minute. The sensitivity is 

0.1 ngram. If a 100 yl sample is used, the relative sensitivity 

is 0.001 ppm. Interferences from 2 M of HCl, HNO^ or were 

observed. No depression effect was caused by 5000 ppm of NaCl, 

NH^PO^ or a biological salt solution (total salt content 

1.2 g -I"1). 

Temperature controlled heating (TGH) 

Papers II, III and V describ e the principle of TCH and the 

adaptation to a commercial instrument. To fulfill the require

ments stated earlier for fast atomization, it is nece ssary that 

the heating of the atomization system must proceed very rapidly 

independently of the final temperature. The main disadvantage 

with all commercial flameless atomizers is t hat the heating rate 

is directly connected to the temperature setting. This is shown 

in pap er II, Fig. 1, where the differences between conventional 

heating and TCH are schematically drawn. With the TCH-unit the 

heating rate is chosen to be as high as possible to obtain fast 

atomization, but the heating is not con tinued to temperatures 

higher than that which is sufficient to fully vaporize the sample. 

It has been stated in the literature that it is normally 

very difficult to determine low melting metals in a biological 

or salt matrix. The reason is that the element and matrix are 

vaporizing almost in the same temperature interval. To analyze 

with a commercial instrument, the final temperature must be set 
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very low to avoid matrix vaporization. Cadmium might vaporize, 

but at a very low rate, so the sensitivity would be expected 

to be poor. 

The superior functioning of TCH is seen in Fig. 8 in paper 

II. Cadmium is atomized at a fast heating rate, but at a fina l 

temperature of 820 °C the signal is optimized. A salt matrix 

of 2 % NaCl gives just a small background absorbance at that 

temperature while it would increase very drastically for a 

further 100 degree temperature increase. By fast atomization 

cadmium can be determined in even a b % sodium chloride solu

tion without any depressing effect on the signal being caused. 

In paper 111 is shown a technique for the evaluation of 

atomization intervals. The principle is to measure absorbance 

and temperature simultaneously and record the traces on an 

oscilloscope. The interval over which an element vaporizes 

covers, in most cases, just a few hundred degrees. We can take 

lead as an example. In Fig. b in paper II I is a figure showing 

this fact. The sample can be ashed up to 860 °C before a notice 

able fraction of the element is lost. Furthermore an increasing 

absorbance is achieved when the sample is atomized up to 1060 ° 

This temperature region from 860 to 1060° is the inter val that 

must be passed as quickly as possible in order to optimize 

the absorbance peak. The faster the heating rate used the highe 

will be the absorbance. Figure 5 shows data for Zn atomized at 

different heating rates. It is seen that the optimum tempera

ture remains unchanged, but the absorbance is higher for the 

higher heating rate. It was earlier stated that the heating 

rate is proportional to the vapour pressure. This can be proved 

by calculations on the ashing curve of an element. If Fig. k in 

paper II I is taken as example, we can calculate the amount of 

lead that has vaporize d at a given temperature (higher than 

860 °C when the first noticeable loss occurs) during the 30 

second ashing. From Ref. 6 in paper III a vapour pressure is 

calculated for each ashing temperature. The result is shown 

in Fig. 2. An almost straight line results for vaporization 
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rate against vapour pressure. As is shown in paper V, selective 

atomization can be performed if the vaporization temper atures 

differ sufficiently. In that experiment it was possible to 

selectively vaporize Cd, Pb and Co in the same sample. As for 

most elements the defined vaporization interval is at least 

200 degrees it must differ by that number of degrees between 

each element if selective vaporization is to be successful. 

jDeterminations in biological fluids 

One of the great problems in analyzing any type of biological 

matrix is to reduce the amount of unspecific absorption coming 

from smoke as light scattering or just absorption. The same 

problem arises for cadmium determination in blood and in a salt 

matrix. On the other hand the TCH-atomizer will permit the same 

facilities in blood analysis as in a salt matrix. The matrix 

and element are vaporized with a temperature difference of less 

than 100 degrees. !n that way the unspecific absorption will not 

make a determination impossible. Diluted blood samples were 

determined as well as direct determination on undiluted blood. 

The latter method is preferable since levels well below "normal 

values" can be detected. The detection limit for a diluted sample 

was 0.06 yg Cd per 100 ml of blood. 

The flameless atomizer has been tested for routine deter

minations of lead in blood. The procedure involves dilution (x10) 

of the blood sample with water and addition of a haemolyzing 

agent (Triton). The sample (1-5 yl) is transferred to the fur

nace where it is dried and ashed prior to atomization. The ashing 

will remov e a main part of the matrix if it is done at 800 °C. 

The atomization is performed at 1100 °C. An automatic background 

corrector is used to compensate for unspecific absorption. The 

investigation is perf ormed on blood samples from newborn children. 

Cord blood was drawn directly at partus. In most cases also the 

blood from the mother was analyzed for lead. This investigation 
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7 will be published later. 

The reproducibility was tested in two ways. For several 

samples double determinations were run. The result is shown 

in Fig. 3- The first determination, X, is plotted against the 

second determination, Y. The resulting mean variation is 

1.31» yg/100 ml and is indicated in the figure. This is a varia

tion which is to be compared with the blood lead values. The 

blood samples ranged from 3 yg/100 ml up to 20 yg/100 ml. The 

result is fairly goo d with respect to the low lead levels in 

the blood. An example of replicate determinations of the same 

sample run in one row is shown in Table 3. 

Comparisons have also been made with another laboratory 

using flame AA with an APDC-MIBK extraction, Table k. The pro-
g 

cedure has been described by Helmersson. The results show good 

agreement. The samples were drawn from some exposed workers at 

a melting plant. These results will show that the flameless 

system can be used for routine purposes. The procedure is rapid 

and can offer rapid measurements of the lead concentration in 

blood. 

The last paper (V) describes a development of the TCH-

function which has been applied to a commercial instrument. It 

is shown in this paper that some of the wide variations in tem

perature which might occur during the ashing step if the proper

ties of the atomizer have changed are avoided by using TCH. The 

ashing can be performed at a temperature close to that where 

the element starts to evaporate. The stability of the ashing 

temperature is better than 5 °C during an ashing cycle. TCH 

on the atomization step provides the same advantages as have 

been described earlier in this sunmarizing paper. 

CONCLUSION 

There has been a rapid expansion of the flameless technique 

during the past five years. It is no exaggeration to claim 
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.Table 3- Variation in samples with low levels of lead {c ord blood). 

Sample 
number 

Lead concentration 
yg/100 ml 

Mean Variance 

SR 

1116 k.k 3.7 k.k b.0 5.1 b.k A.3 0.55 

1118 k.Q k.Q 3.7 k.k If.o 0.3*4 

1119 5.1 k.B h.O k.B ^.7 0.53 

1131 k.2 5.6 5.3 h.S 5.0 0.68 

961 5.3 5.6 5.6 5.3 5.6 Q.h3 



Table 4. Comparison between the flameless atomization and flame AA 
with APDC-MIBK extraction for lead in blood (all values 
in yg/100 ml). 

Sample Flameless APDC - MlBK 

n mean range n mean range 

1922 4 29 28-32 2 32 31-33 

5098 1 47 - 2 45 44-46 

5812 4 23 22-25 1 25 -

1626 2 45 43-47 2 43 42-44 

1273 4 18 17-19 1 23 -

3233 2 45 44-46 2 45 45-45 

5052» 3 46 40-50 2 45 44-46 

3617 1 24 - 1 23 -

*•253 5 35 32-40 2 33 32-33 

1868 1 45 - ? 48 46-50 

2450 1 36 - 2 41 40-41 

D1 3 13.0 11.8-13.7 1 10.0 

02 2 14.4 14.3-14.5 1 10.0 

03 1 25.6 - 1 27.O 

D4 1 20.4 - 1 21.0 

D5 1 23.O - 1 25.0 

D6 3 14.9 14.6-15.1 1 10.0 

07 1 24.8 - 1 26.0 

D8 3 11.5 10.8-12.0 1 12.0 

D9 3 19.9 19.5-20.8 1 23-5 

D10 1 23.5 - 1 26.5 

011 1 12.8 - 1 11.0 



that the improvements on commercial instruments have been 

of minor importance. The mechanical form has been changed 

somewhat. The major problems still remain. In my opinion 

efforts must be concentrated on the material quality of the 

atomizer and on the heating performance. The first problem 

has been considered. Better graphite qualities are being 

tested; perhaps glassy carbon will be available in the future 

even though at high cost. Pyrolyzed graphite is now available 

on almost every instrument. The heating of the atomizers has, 

however, not been modernized. It would appear that a direct 

coupling between temperature and supplied power is necessary. 

As has been shown in this thesis the improvements in the 

working capability for a commercial instrument are obvious. 

The close temperature control will have importance especially 

for biological analysis when the ashing in a furnace is a very 

critical operation. The understanding of fundamentals for the 

flameless atomizer is simplified as temperature and heating 

rate can be separated as parameters. The selective atomîzation 

of two or more elements is possible with temperature control. 
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